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SCHWARTZREPORT
rends That Will Affect Your Future . . .

ind-Body and The Social Dimension
By Stephan A. Schwartz
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The SchwartzReport tracks emerging trends
that will affect the world, particularly the
United States. For EXPLORE, it focuses on
matters of health in the broadest sense of
that term, including medical issues, changes
in the biosphere, technology, and policy
considerations, all of which will shape our
culture and our lives.

heila, a tough-minded New York
career newspaperwoman turned
magazine writer, prided herself on
her cynical view on life and her

bility to not be taken in. She got an as-
ignment from her magazine to do a story
n Mother Teresa and welcomed the op-
ortunity.
“I thought she was a fraud, a genius at

ublic relations maybe, but I disliked her
onservative theology, which I thought
emeaned women, and I found her con-
tant involvement with the rich and fa-
ous very suspect. I arranged to join her

nd spent more than a week traveling with
er and watching her at one of her hos-
ices. My first impression never changed.
disagreed with almost everything she had
o say about religion. I found her views
bout God depressing, and her vision
bout the place of women in the church
lmost medieval. At the same time from
he very first moment I was in her pres-
nce, I had this overpowering urge to call
he magazine and tell them that I wasn’t
oming back; that I wanted to give myself
o Mother Teresa’s work. It left me con-
used and ecstatic” (private communica-
ion between Stephan A. Schwartz and
heila, March 23, 1989).
Beingness cannot be quantified, yet ev-

ryone who encounters it knows exactly
hat is meant. It is with beingness and its
mpact that we cross from the individual- D
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ty of the mind-body relationship to the
ocial generality. Others have written at
ength about the individual mind-body
onnection, describing such things as the
sycho-physical self-regulation processes
hat produce placebo response and hyp-
osis reactions. There is a great, and grow-

ng, amount of research telling us how
trongly our emotions and mental activi-
ies affect our happiness and well-being.
nd gaining insight into the relationship
f consciousness and matter will surely
elp resolve humanity’s most enduring
reat question about who we are and how
ur consciousness and our physical reality
elate to one another.

I want to suggest, however, that there is
second domain of the mind-body link-

ge: the social manifestation. And that
his mind-body expression powerfully de-
ermines how the society of which we are a
art thrives, and how our own personal

ives are happy and fulfilling. It seems to
e highly consequential that we learn
ow the mind-body linkages that create
ulture operate.

One thing is clear from the start: as at
he individual level, there is both a local
nd a nonlocal component, and at the so-
ial level this linkage exists as well. A por-
ion lies within space-time, but there is
lso a portion that exists in the nonlocal
nergetic information domain.

As Nobel Laureate physicist Wolfgang
auli put it, “The only acceptable point of
iew appears to be the one that recognizes
oth sides of reality—the quantitative and
he qualitative, the physical and the psy-
hical—as compatible with each other, and
an embrace them simultaneously.”1

It may surprise you how much science
an contribute to understanding how this
ocial process moves from the individual
o the nonlocal to the culture that is the
anifestation of this marriage. Chemist

ouglas Dean and parapsychologist Karlis t

o. 3
sis showed that different experimenters,
arrying out the same experiment, got dif-
erent results.2 Psychologists Gertrude
chmeidler and Michaeleen Maher3 made
ideos of well-known researchers conduct-
ng experiments and then played them for
tudents with the volume turned so low as
o be inaudible. The students were asked to
escribe the researchers, assigning them
ords like “friendly,” or “cold.” Estimates
ere then made as to how experiments con-
ucted by these researchers would turn out.
hose with “cold” type responses were esti-
ated to have respondents who produced

ower scores; the converse was true for re-
earchers described as “friendly.” The actual
esults of the experiments were then com-
iled. Those with “cold” type adjectives did
n fact have informants who scored lower.

Psychologists Paula Hazelrigg and Coo-
er Harris and colleagues examined “per-
onality moderators of experimenter ex-
ectancy effects” and focused on five and
ooked at them from the perspective of
oth researcher and the participant. They
eported, “Experimenters with stronger in-
erpersonal control orientations, more
ositively evaluated interpersonal interac-
ion styles, and greater ability to encode
onverbal messages are believed to be
ore likely to produce expectancy bias.”
hey also looked at subjects with greater
eed for social approval and greater non-
erbal decoding ability, and hypothesized
hat such individuals would be more sus-
eptible to bias.4

They reported two “moderators” mat-
ered: “. . . the experimenter control orienta-
ion and subject need for social approval hy-
otheses. There was also evidence for a
oomerang effect—subjects low in need for
ocial approval gave ratings opposite to the
xperimenter’s outcome expectancy. Fi-
ally, effects appeared stronger when pos-

tive expectancies were communicated

han when expectancies were negative.”4,5
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In 1961, in a set of rooms in Linsly-
hittenden Hall on Yale’s old campus,
sychologist Stanley Milgram began an
xperiment that has come to haunt all
cholars studying how evil arises in seem-
ngly cultured societies, and it has much to
ay about the power of beingness, both
ocally and nonlocally, as it expresses itself
ocially.

Prompted by his experience of the trial,
year earlier, of Holocaust war criminal
dolph Eichmann, and the banality of the
an and his explanation for what he had

one— “I was following orders”—Milgram
ecided to explore the question of a nor-
al person’s obedience to authority—in

ssence, how we react to the beingness of
n individual in an authoritarian mode.

His protocol was very simple. He put in
newspaper ad, offering participant’s

4.50 for an hours participation in what
as ostensibly a learning study. Using ac-

ors who posed as “learners,” he had a
tern authoritarian “experimenter” wear-
ng a white lab coat ask “teachers” re-
ruited through the ad—who were the real
ocus of the study—to help the learners
earn by giving them a shock when they

ade a mistake. The experimenter ex-
lained to the teachers that they were to
ead word lists of coupled words, which
he learner was to repeat back. When the
earner made a mistake, it was explained
hey would get a shock. This was supposed
o aid in memory retention. During the
essions, the teachers had before them an
mpressive, apparently “scientific,” shock
enerator that had 30 switches, each care-
ully marked and advancing from 14 to
50 volts. Each also had a label, going
rom “slight shock” to “danger severe
hock,” to the last two, which were simply
arked “XXX.”
To make sure the teachers understood

he shocks, each was given a 45 volt jolt as
demonstration. The learner, in the pres-
nce of the teacher, was then escorted into
nother room and strapped into a kind of
tereotypical electric chair, all done to im-
ress the teacher with the seriousness of
he experiment. The teacher then returned
nd sat in front of the shock generator and
he session began. The actor-learner delib-
rately made mistakes, and with each one
he increment of voltage went up 15 volts.

Before he had begun the experiment,

ilgram had “sought predictions about h

chwartzReport
he outcome from various kinds of people—
sychiatrists, college sophomores, mid-
le-class adults, graduate students, and
aculty in the behavioral sciences. With
emarkable similarity, they predicted that
irtually all the subjects would refuse to
bey the experimenter. The psychiatrist,
pecifically, predicted that most subjects
ould not go beyond 150 volts, when the
ictim makes his first explicit demand to
e freed. They expected that only 4%
ould reach 300 volts, and that only a
athological fringe of about one in a thou-
and would administer the highest shock
n the board.”6 These were, after all, hon-
st Americans.

What actually happened was rather dif-
erent. As the learner’s mistakes mounted,
nd the voltage increased, the learners
ere ostensibly (but not actually) shocked
ith increasing intensity. “At 75 volts, he
runts; at 120 volts, he complains loudly;
t 150, he demands to be released from the
xperiment. As the voltage increases, his
rotests become more vehement and
motional. At 285 volts, his response can
e described only as an agonized scream.
oon thereafter, he makes no sound at
ll.”7 When teachers quavered and asked
hether the experiment should continue,

hey were admonished by the experi-
enter to continue, and were told the ex-

erimenter accepted full responsibility for
hatever happened. Did they continue?

ndeed, they did. Sixty-five percent of
hem went all the way to the lethal end.
ot one teacher stopped before 300 volts.

f you stuck your finger in a light socket,
ou would experience 110 volts. It could
ill you.
Milgram went on to try various scenar-

os. In one series at 150 volts, the actor
earner would plead that the experiment
hould end. The experimenter would in-
truct the teacher to “go on.” And so they
id, at least 62.5% of them. In another
eries, he moved the sessions into an ordi-
ary office room off of the Yale campus
nd discovered in this less authoritarian
etting that 47.5% would go all the way to
50 volts. If the experimenter was not ac-
ually in the room with the teacher but
ave instructions, this dropped still fur-
her—just by voice command 20.5% of the
eachers were still willing to continue.

In an article he wrote for Harpers Maga-
ine, Milgram gave his own assessment of

is study: t

EXPLO
The legal and philosophic aspects of
obedience are of enormous import,
but they say very little about how
most people behave in concrete situ-
ations. I set up a simple experiment at
Yale University to test how much
pain an ordinary citizen would inflict
on another person simply because he
was ordered to by an experimental
scientist. Stark authority was pitted
against the subjects’ strongest moral
imperatives against hurting others,
and, with the subjects’ ears ringing
with the screams of the victims, au-
thority won more often than not.
The extreme willingness of adults to
go to almost any lengths on the
command of an authority consti-
tutes the chief finding of the study
and the fact most urgently demand-
ing explanation.7

Have we changed in the four decades
ince Milgram carried out his research?
adly, we have not, as Jerry M. Burger, a
rofessor of psychology at Santa Clara
niversity in California, discovered.8 In
006, using 70 paid adult volunteers
ecruited from ads in a newspaper and
raigslist, as well as flyers, Burger essentially
eplicated Milgram’s work. Although, since
t made people in the research community
ueasy, even in mime, to administer 450
olts, Burger’s research capped out at 150
olts. Burger found that “70% of the par-
icipants had to be stopped from escalat-
ng shocks over 150 volts, despite hearing
ries of protest and pain.”9

Burger’s view is “the conclusion is not:
Gosh isn’t this a horrible commentary on
uman nature,’ or ‘these people were so
adistic.’” Instead, he felt, that his work
howed “the opposite—that there are situ-
tional forces that have a much greater im-
act on our behavior than most people
ecognize.” he said.

It is easy to see why Abu Graib hap-
ened.
Albert Speer, Hitler’s favorite architect,

nd later his Minister of Armaments and
unitions, was considered a genius of or-

anization, even by his enemies. The only
ember of Hitler’s inner circle to plead

uilty at the Nuremberg trials after the
ar, he was imprisoned until 1966 in
pandau Prison. Interviewed after he had
een released by Gitta Sereny, he said, “I
sk myself time and again how much of it
as a kind of auto-suggestion . . . . One
hing is certain: everyone who worked

143RE May/June 2009, Vol. 5, No. 3
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losely with him for a long time was excep-
ionally dependent on him. However
owerful they were in their own domain,
lose to him they became small and
imid.”10

Goring supported Speer’s point. He is
eported to have told Finance Minister
jalmar Schacht: “I try so hard, but every

ime I stand before the Führer, my heart
rops into the seat of my pants.”10

If we cannot measure beingness in any
bjective way, what can we say about it?
he individuals who seem to be the seed
rystal around which the zeitgeist centers
ave a single-minded intentionality, a
orm of genius, have an intensity others
nd irresistible. The pattern is the same
or good or ill, and consistent with the
atterns of other more conventionally rec-
gnized genius events like symphonies or
aws of physics. Once again, there is a leap
nto the unknown. The communist vision
f Stalin and the race-based national so-
ialism of Hitler took their countries and
he world through changes that were vio-
ent breaks with the past, leaps into the
nknown similar in essence, but far more
owerful than any genius effect in science
r the arts. Drawn to the social realm by
he seductive temptation of power, dark
eniuses live out the relationship between
heir numinous beingness and its social
ontext, and societies tremble.

Historians have debated for centuries
hat forces produce what they call “The
reat Man” or “The Man on Horseback,”

eaders like Napoleon who arise from the
ass, and with astonishing rapidity, achieve

ositions of unchallenged power. How does
misfit like Hitler become the leader of one
f the great European peoples at a time of
igh civilization? The answer may be found

n something Carl Jung said. To appreciate
ow Hitler came to power, it was necessary
o realize that “Hitler did not lead the Ger-
an people, Hitler was the German peo-

le.”11 He was the personification of a pop-
lar critical consensus, as Speer agreed. ”It
emains a mystery,” he said, “but the fact is
hat it is impossible to explain Germany be-
ore 1933, and from 1933 to 1945, without
itler. He was the center of it all and always

emained the center.”12

At the time Jung made this statement,
he full import of what he meant could
ot be appreciated because it was thought
hat most Germans did not really know

bout “The Final Solution.” Recent re- c

44 EXPLORE May/June 2009, Vol. 5, N
earch flatly contradicts that assumption
nd supports Jung. Historian Robert Gel-
ately states:

The mass of ordinary Germans did
know about the evolving terror of
Hitler’s Holocaust. They knew con-
centration camps were full of Jewish
people who were stigmatised as sub-
human and race defilers. They knew
that these, like other groups and mi-
norities, were being killed out of
hand.

They knew that Adolf Hitler had re-
peatedly forecast the extermination
of every Jew on German soil. They
knew these details because they had
read about them. They knew because
the camps and the measures which
led up to them had been prominently
and proudly reported step by step in
thousands of officially-inspired Ger-
man media articles and posters.13

As a peculiarly sensitive resonator, at
hat moment in history Hitler personified
nd gave voice to the dark pool of anger
nd humiliation felt by that portion of the
uman race self-defined as German. This

s the power of dark genius, and the results
hat flow from the linkage, both local and
onlocal, when collective cultural being-
ess springs from the shadow.
It matters that we understand, far better

han we do, how these linkages occur and
ow to neutralize or enhance them. And it
ay surprise you to learn that we have

ained some insights there as well.
We have learned, for instance, that one

spect of the individual mind-body link-
ge is that “a happy heart just might be a
ealthier one.”14

Between 2002 and 2004, Andrew Step-
oe, a physician at University College Lon-
on, led a team that studied whether “pos-

tive affective states are associated with
avorable health outcomes.”15 A popula-
ion of 2,873 healthy British men and
omen between the ages of 50 and 74 par-

icipated. During the course of a single
ay, six samples of saliva were collected
rom each of these individuals and ana-
yzed for their cortisol levels and the in-
ammatory markers C-reactive protein
nd interleukin-6. After each collection,
he men and women were asked to record
heir emotional state at that time—the ex-
ent to which they felt “happy, excited, or

ontent.” e

o. 3
The conclusion of the study:

Salivary cortisol averaged over the
day was inversely associated with pos-
itive affect after controlling for age,
gender, income, ethnicity, body mass
index, waist/hip ratio, smoking, paid
employment, time of waking in the
morning, and depression (p � 0.003).
There was no association with corti-
sol responses to waking. The adjusted
odds of C-reactive protein �/�3.00
mg/liter was 1.89 (95% confidence
interval: 1.08, 3.31) in low- compared
with high-positive-affect women, and
plasma interleukin-6 was also in-
versely related to positive affect in
women (p � 0.016). Neither inflam-
matory marker was related to positive
affect in men. These results confirm
findings from smaller studies relating
cortisol with positive affect while sug-
gesting that in women, positive affect
is associated with reduced levels of
inflammatory markers.15

In an interview, Steptoe was asked what
is findings suggested. He replied, “These
ndings suggest another biological pro-
ess linking happiness with reduced bio-
ogical vulnerability.”14 When he was
sked, “But if happier people are healthier
eople, the more difficult question re-
ains: How do you become happier?” he

nswered, “What we do know is that peo-
le’s mood states are not just a matter of
eredity, but depend on our social rela-
ionships and fulfillment in life.”

“We need to help people to recognize
he things that make them feel good and
ruly satisfied with their lives, so that they
pend more time doing these things.”14

In Buddhism, there are four “immea-
urables” that must be understood and in-
egrated into one’s being for true happi-
ess and spiritual growth to occur: Love,
ompassion, Joy, and Equanimity. To a

incere Buddhist, the definition of love is
anting others to be happy.
In Matthew 22:37-40, Jesus makes es-

entially the same statement: “You shall
ove the Lord your God with all your
eart, and with all your soul, and with all
our mind. This is the great and foremost
ommandment. And a second is like it,
ou shall love your neighbor as yourself.
n these two commandments depend the
hole Law and the Prophets.”
These sentiments are echoed in most of

he other great spiritual traditions. The

thnohistorical record is very clear about

SchwartzReport
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inking happiness, well-being, and love,
nd all these paths to self-awareness—
nlightenment if you will—acknowledge
oth the local and nonlocal aspects of
hese processes.

So let’s take those research findings, and
hese great traditions and see what this
ooks like when it is extended to the social
omain.
As Rob Stein wrote in the Washington

ost, “Happiness is contagious, spreading
mong friends, neighbors, siblings and
pouses like the flu, according to a large
tudy that for the first time shows how
motion can ripple through clusters of
eople who may not even know each
ther.”16

“You would think that your emotional
tate would depend on your own choices
nd actions and experience,” said Harvard
edical sociologist Nicholas A. Chris-

akis, coauthor of the British Medical Jour-
al paper presenting the research.17 It does
ot. Rather, as the paper concludes, “Peo-
le’s happiness depends on the happiness
f others with whom they are connected.
his provides further justification for see-

ng happiness, like health, as a collective
henomenon.”17 This conclusion is based
n studying 4,739 individuals for two de-
ades, from 1983 until 2003. And its con-
lusions go well beyond generalities.

As reported in the study, “Longitudinal
tatistical models suggest that clusters of
appiness result from the spread of happi-
ess and not just a tendency for people to
ssociate with similar individuals. A friend
ho lives within a mile (about 1.6 km) and
ho becomes happy increases the proba-
ility that a person is happy by 25% (95%
onfidence interval 1% to 57%). Similar
ffects are seen in coresident spouses (8%,
.2% to 16%), siblings who live within a
ile (14%, 1% to 28%), and next door

eighbors (34%, 7% to 70%). Effects are
ot seen between coworkers.”
Equally as important, the authors note,

The (happiness) effect decays with time
nd with geographical separation.”14

Like so many things in our society,
hen we let data drive policy, not ideol-
gy or bias, we discover we know more
han we thought we did. We know expect-
nt mothers need sufficient nutrition, par-

icularly during the 19th and 23rd weeks

chwartzReport
f pregnancy, so that the brain of the child
hey are bearing will develop properly. If it
oesn’t, we know that that child will be a
aimed human being all his/her life. We

now that early childhood development is
ritical if we want our children to grow
o be productive, functional, socialized
dults. We know that happy people are
ealthier, that happiness spreads, and that
appy people make healthier choices that
roduce a healthier, happier society.
We know a lot of things about the
ind-body connection, but we don’t

eem to know how to muster the will to
ut what we know in action. And we don’t

ike to look at, and take responsibility for,
hat happens when we don’t act on what
e know, and the shadow emerges.
Stanley Milgram saw the essence of the

roblem clearly: “ordinary people, simply
oing their jobs, and without any particu-

ar hostility on their part, can become
gents in a terrible destructive process.
oreover, even when the destructive ef-

ects of their work become patently clear,
nd they are asked to carry out actions
ncompatible with fundamental standards
f morality, relatively few people have the
esources needed to resist authority.”7

It’s time to change this.
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